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FROM ANONYMOUS T 
--·---··---·----------) 
1 am concerned that you don't know me. 
I am more concerned th11t I don t know myself, or wbttt I am 
passionate ohout. 
J found myself associating some studio projects with their 
designers: their personalities and their passion for certain 
things are involved and apparent in their work. However, 
many orher works stay anonymous to the viewer and 
possibly even the owner. How do you make your project 
"known" co you? 
I AM CONCERNED 
Before joining an architecture academia, we 
forming our identities through our choices. Architeo 
decisions, though most of the time subconsciously, 
from this identity. The choreography of diagonals, bl 
curves, color, mate rial, lighting, are design cho 
made by individuals. To be ab le to ide ntify oncse 
architecture, however, does not mean an identity c 
formed through architecture alone, and it shouldn" 
Architecture is just one part of your life. The srudio 
be dangerous as a place where culture is created wi 
a very confined environment. Do whatever interests 
and do it well. Your designs are informed by your pas 
and this is when the design becomes true and expre 
Once, 1 was told ro find some ohjects that J am inter 
in working with. I went, without anything in min 
was so fascinated with a teddy bear lying on a shelf, 
immediately knew what I wanted to make. re was a 
with a penetrable skin so that its own could actach 
detach itself to ac. Traces would be left and chis tc 
could morph in new ways to reflect its owner. This 
not an "architecture" project, but I believe it is all 
same. What you like will inform you. 
----.~· ~ ... urn'tsee ME through my work. 
~-: TWt in my work; what I am passionate 
years, I have been asking myself 
;.ziines MY architecture. r am able to 
...,..,.......,..=,...mar is on the requirement list that 
for every single review I have had. 
-m;;;;c:.:;ccs rechnically complete. However, deep 
~.oc enough. For once, I wish I could 
t:bat wall that is more about me and 
=searching and experimenting, and 
.....,._~_...... that all here. But I discovered that 
C"ttte several layers so that people can 
...... -.__.....,,-_ z::.d relate ro their own experience. The 
.bd been physical partitions, spaces of 
•.c:-=~::. znd human perceptions. Searching for 
focus on what I value in the design 
--~-"~-will lead to a self-satisfying project. 
!Cbool; we are thinkers, dreamers, and 
..... -=-~.-,nes~- .Make our work show that and be 
c:;ing to prove that we are 'architects' ." 
c:r.mlcing stuff out for the review; reflect. 
cm you tell the story of your approach 
....... rent status of your work. I am talking 
m.--=-iic=-. 2S l am talking to myself. 
I am concerned that you won't like me. 
I am concerned that what Tam passionate about is considered 
odd, and who I am is not what I am expected to be. 
Looking back, I don't know if my identity is evident in my 
work, but a consistency is been present across the variety 
of work. More importantly, I found myself struggling less 
about my decisions. I evaluate them by simply comparing 
the idea and the product verses me wondering what do 
the professors think, what do my colleagues think, or if 
the product looks cool. 
Though as I develop a project I struggle with communicating 
feeling through my designs; evoking a specific response 
from the audie nce. Once, I used a series of images 
to tell of my experience of a site. I used an image of 
SpongeBob to communicate the compression and sense 
of release I felt when walk ing among these trees and 
shrnbs. These images were made fun of. Upon reAection, 
I realized that I should not be using Spongebob as parts 
of the presentation. Audiences tend to relate it to other 
things, as it is created withi n a certain culture. What it 
represents is hard to surpass. It would be much more 
successful, if it was just a sponge. Yet I would rather have 
done it than not. Between not doing and over-doing I 
would rather overdo and then be able to evaluate what I 
have done. This way I can come to a better conclusion of 
how well I can express my design intentions. O n another 
project, my professor dragged me through the design 
process. I came to a point where I was too concerned 
about my professor's opinion, and I did not know how 
to make decisions for the project on my own anymore. I 
realized chat th is project was no longer about me. That 
semester I wrote on my sketchbook: It's okay to fail, but 
i fl fail, I want to fail as myself. 
